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Piano benches

JAHN benches
Quality range

JAHN piano benches
We offer an exclusive range of piano benches at an optimum price-performance ratio. When choosing the range, we focused on quality and design, as well as function and durability. All of the wooden
benches, as well as the school model with metal frame, are made in Europe. Our hydraulic bench is
manufactured to a high standard in Korea.
Recommendations for private and professional use
Elegant, high-quality piano benches with rounded edges for a comfortable seat. Made in Europe from solid beechwood.
The legs are glued (not in the case of models
B3_2101, B3_2301 and B3_2401) to guarantee
long-term safety and stability.
Robust mechanism for precise height adjustment on both sides. The models can be added
to, to suit every need and use.

B3

B4

Beethoven

2-5

Replaceable cushion

6-8

Special models

4-5

Concert action

9

Replaceable cushion
B5

Concert action

10
11 - 12

With foot adjustment
B6

Professional hydraulics 13 - 15
Quick adjustment,
foot adjustment with
brass ring

Recommendations for use in schools

B3 10

Robust piano benches with quick, continuously variable height-adjustment, at a reasonable
price.
Durable and functional - ideal for teaching. Metal frame with hard-wearing, scratch-resistant
powder coating.

Metal frame
Stable mechanism

B8 20 Design hydraulics

17 - 18

Quick adjustment
B8 40 Bench with crank
handle adjustment
Solid wood
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Beethoven bench B3

B3_20 Wooden frame bench with changeable cushion
Choice of finish
B3_2010 and following.

Choice of cushion
B3P page 6-8

All finishes and cushions can also be put together
individually.
Simply give the product number of your choice of
cushion when you order.

Cushions available
-- Velour
-- Leatherette (faux leather)
-- Microfibre*
-- Real leather*
-- Design - microfibre*

Page
6
7
7
8
8
*Extra charge

Finishes with recommended cushions
Black, polished
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2010
Black, matt: B3_2011

Walnut, light
Cushion: Velour, green
B3_2021

Rosewood / digital piano
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2013

Walnut, medium
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2022

Mahogany, medium
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2014

Walnut, dark
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2023

Mahogany, light
Cushion: Velour, black
B3_2015

Cherry
Cushion: Velour, red
B3_2025

White, polished
Cushion: Faux leather, white
B3_2017
White, matt: B3_2019

Oak
Cushion: Velour, apple green
B3_2027

Ivory
Cushion: Velour, sand
B3_2018

Beech, natural
Cushion: Velour, pink
B3_2029
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Beethoven bench B3

B3 / B3

B3_20 Wooden frame bench with changeable cushion
For private and professional use

B4 / B5
Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Straight legs, assembled
-- High-quality varnish
-- Stable scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 570mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 320 x 550mm
-- Replaceable cushion
Black, polished
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B3_2010

B6 / B6

B5 / B6

B3_2301,

B3 / B8

B3_2101,

B8

*excluding models
B3_2401 (page 4)

B3 / B4

Elegant, high-quality piano bench with rounded
edges for a comfortable seat. Made in Europe
from solid beechwood.
Glued* legs guarantee long-term safety and
stability.
Robust mechanism for precise height adjustment on both sides. Different models are available to suit every need and use.

Special models B3

B3_2... Wooden frame bench with changeable cushion
Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Legs unassembled
-- High-quality varnish
-- Stable scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 500 - 590 mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 320 x 550mm
-- Choice of finish and cushion:
Finish page 2, cushion pages 6-8

Chippendale

B3_2301

Classic

B3_2401

Straight legs

B3_2101
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B3_2... Changeable cushion - stable mechanism

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Legs unassembled
-- High-quality varnish
-- Stable double scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 570mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 290 x 470 mm each
-- Choice of finish and cushion:
Finish page 2, cushion pages 6-8

B4 / B5

B3_2601

B5 / B6

Double seat

B3 / B4

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Legs unassembled
-- High-quality varnish
-- Stable scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 570mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 320 x 900 mm
-- Choice of finish and cushion:
Finish page 2, cushion pages 6-8

B3 / B3

Double seat bench B3
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B8

B3 / B8

B6 / B6

Double seat, double scissor mechanism B3_2651

Cushion for B3
Standard 320 x 550 mm
Velour

Velour, black
B3P_011

Velour, white
B3P_021

Velour, sand
B3P_013

Velour, pink
B3P_023

Velour, chestnut
B3P_015

Velour, red
B3P_024

Velour, gold
B3P_016

Velour, azure
B3P_026

Velour, hazelnut
B3P_017

Velour, moss green
B3P_028

Velour, beige
B3P_019

Velour, apple green
B3P_029
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Cushion for B3

Leatherette, chestnut
B3P_053

Microfibre, beige
B3P_075

Leatherette, hazelnut
B3P_054

Microfibre, azure blue
B3P_078

Leatherette, beige
B3P_056

Microfibre, granite red
B3P_081

B4 / B5

Microfibre, black
B3P_071

B5 / B6

Leatherette, black
B3P_051

B3 / B4

(Extra charge)

B6 / B6

Microfibre

Leatherette (faux leather)

B3 / B3

Standard 320 x 550 mm

B3 / B8

Leatherette, white
B3P_058

 More cushions on the next page
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B8

Leatherette, granite red
B3P_060

Cushion for B3

Design - microfibre
(Extra charge)

Standard 320 x 550 mm
Real leather

Collection Face, coloured
B3P_305
(Extra charge)

Real leather, chestnut
B3P_103

Collection Face, natural/black
B3P_308

Real leather, hazel
B3P_104

Collection News, natural/black
B3P_310

Real leather, beige
B3P_107

Collection Flowering, blue
B3P_332

Real leather, white
B3P_108

Collection Flowering, coloured
B3P_334

Real leather, granite red
B3P_110

Collection Flowering, dark grey
B3P_336

Real leather, black
B3P_151

Collection Flowering, light grey
B3P_338
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B4_10 wooden frame bench with real leather cushion
BEST
SELLE
R

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Straight legs, assembled
-- High-quality varnish
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 570mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 360 x 540 mm
-- Replaceable cushion

B5 / B6

B4 / B5

B3 / B4

The ultimate in comfort!
Elegant, high-quality bench with genuine leather
cushion and rounded edges for a comfortable
seat. Made in Europe from solid beechwood.
Glued legs guarantee long-term safety and stability.
Robust concert double mechanism for precise
height adjustment on both sides. Extremely
hard-wearing and durable mechanism We recommend that you do not adjust the mechanism
while it is supporting weight.
Black and white models have high-quality varnish.

B3 / B3

Concert action B4

Choice of cushion:
Simply give the product number of your choice of cushion
when you order.

B3 / B8

B6 / B6

black, replaceable cushion, real leather, black B4_1010
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B8

Cushions available B4P: Page 10

Cushion for B4
360 x 540 mm
Real leather

Leatherette & microfibre

Real leather, chestnut
B4P_103

Leatherette, black
B4P_051

Real leather, hazel
B4P_104

Leatherette, granite red
B4P_060

Real leather, beige
B4P_107

Microfibre, black
B4P_071

Real leather, white
B4P_108

Microfibre, beige
B4P_075

Real leather, granite red
B4P_110

Microfibre, azure blue
B4P_078

Real leather, black
B4P_151

Microfibre, granite red
B4P_081
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Concert action B5

B3 / B3

B5_30 Real leather high cushion - base adjustment

black, straight cushion, real leather

B5_3010

B3 / B8

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Shaped legs, assembled
-- Individual base adjustment
-- Multi-layer, polyester coating
-- High-quality, concert scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 460 - 550mm, (480 - 570
at the back)
-- Medium-hard upholstery, wedge-shaped: 400
x 560 mm

B6 / B6

B5 / B6

B4 / B5

B3 / B4

Satisfies the highest demands with optimum
stability and ultimate comfort!
Elegant, high-quality bench with genuine leather
full upholstery.
Made in Europe from solid beechwood and finished with a 4-ply polyester coating.
Benches and mechanism are extremely
hard-wearing and durable.
We only used glued legs and a robust, double
concert mechanism for durable stability and
safety in professional and concert use.
Exclusive base adjustment with rubber-coated
adapter. Find the best position for the bench,
even on smooth floors. Precise height-adjustment on both sides. We recommend that you
do not adjust the mechanism while it is supporting weight.
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B8

Other colours and designs available on request!

Concert action B5

B5_30 Real leather high cushion - base adjustment

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Shaped legs, assembled
-- Individual base adjustment
-- Multi-layer, polyester coating
-- High-quality, concert scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 460 - 550 mm
-- Medium-hard, romantic cushion: 430 x 630 mm
black, romantic cushion, real leather

B5_3030

Other colours and designs available on request!
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Hydraulic pro bench B6
Luxurious and the ultimate in comfort!

B4 / B5

Elegant, high-quality bench with genuine leather full upholstery and hydraulic height adjustment.
Made in Europe from solid beechwood, finished with a 4-ply polyester coating.
Benches and mechanism are extremely hard-wearing and durable.
We only used glued legs and a robust mechanism for durable stability and safety in professional and
concert use. Hydraulics for silent and effortless, infinite mechanism adjustment!
Exclusive base adjustment with rubber-coated brass adapter. Find the best position for the bench,
even on smooth floors. Precise height-adjustment on both sides. We recommend that you do not
adjust the mechanism while it is supporting weight.

B3 / B4

B3 / B3

Luxurious - quiet - precise

Exclusive luxury
Innovative technology

B5 / B6

Comfortable

Automatic - quiet

B3 / B8

B6 / B6

Stable

It’s the little difference

adjustable base with brass ring
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B8

The seat raises automatically when
the height-adjustment mechanism is
turned by 30º.
This is the only mechanism on the
market that is driven by a double
gas spring system.

Hydraulic pro bench B6

B6_30 real leather - professional mechanism - brass base adjustment

-- adjustable base with brass ring
-- Hydraulic rotation mechanism 30º

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Straight legs, assembled
-- Individual base adjustment with brass ring
-- Multi-layer, polyester coating
-- High-quality, quick-adjust hydraulics
-- Height adjustment: 440 - 540 mm
-- Medium-hard, cushion: 380 x 560 mm
black, straight cushion, real leather

B6_3010

Other colours and designs available on request!
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B3 / B4

B6_40 real leather - professional mechanism - brass base adjustment

B3 / B3

Hydraulic pro bench B6

B6_4030

Other colours and designs available on request!
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B3 / B8

black, romantic cushion, real leather

B8

Features:
-- Solid wood
-- Shaped legs, assembled
-- Individual base adjustment with brass ring
-- Multi-layer, polyester coating
-- High-quality, quick-adjust hydraulics
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 580 mm
-- Medium-hard, romantic cushion: 430 x 630 mm

B6 / B6

B5 / B6

B4 / B5

-- adjustable base with brass ring
-- Hydraulic rotation mechanism 30º

Metal frame B3
B3_10 Functional - stable mechanism
Recommended for use in schools
Good, durable metal-framed bench with
scratch-resistant powder coating. Stable scissor
mechanism for quick height-adjustment.

Features:
-- Metal frame
-- Hard-wearing powder coating
-- Stable scissor mechanism
-- Height adjustment: 480 - 570mm
-- Medium-hard upholstery: 320 x 550mm
Metal frame, leatherette/faux leather, black B3_1020
Metal frame, real leather, black
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B3_1050

Piano benches

Design hydraulic bench B8
B3 / B3

B8_20 Quick seat adjustment - high-quality upholstery

B4 / B5

B3 / B4

Balanced proportions, reliable technology
This bench is comfortable to sit on, durable and
highly functional - ideal for teaching!
Very good price-performance ratio!

Features:
-- Easy to assemble
-- Metal frame
-- Hard-wearing powder coating
-- Durable, precise hydraulics
-- Two levers at the sides for quick adjustment
-- Height adjustment: 470 - 550 mm
-- Medium-hard cushion: 320 x 630 mm
black, leatherette/faux leather, black

B8_2010

black, velour, black

B8_2011
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B6 / B6

Adjustable guide

B3 / B8

NEW!

B8

B8_2011

B5 / B6

B8_2010

Design hydraulic bench B8
B8_20 Quick seat adjustment - double seat
Balanced proportions, reliable technology
This bench is comfortable to sit on, durable and
highly functional - ideal for teaching!
Very good price-performance ratio!

Velour

Features:
-- Easy to assemble
-- Metal frame
-- Hard-wearing powder coating
-- Durable, precise hydraulics
-- Lever at the side for quick adjustment
-- Separate height adjustment!
-- Height adjustment: 470 - 550 mm
-- Medium-hard cushion: 440 x 320 mm each
Leatherette/faux leather, black, on request B8_2050
Velour, black
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B8_2051
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Crank handle adjustment B8
B3 / B3

B8_40

B5 / B6

B4 / B5

B3 / B4

MADE IN GERMANY
Skilled and solid manufacture. Quickly adjustable crank handle bench with reliable geared
wheel fitting. Made from solid beechwood.
Feet and legs are firmly screwed together.
Solid - practical - durable.
Other models and upholstery on request.

B8_4011

Black high gloss / velour, black

B8_4016

Black, matt / leatherette, black

B8_4021

Black, matt / velour, black

B8_4026

Black, matt open-pore / leatherette, black B8_4031
Black, matt open-pore / velour, black
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B8_4036

B8

Black high gloss / leatherette, black

B3 / B8

B6 / B6

Features:
-- Assembled
-- High-quality varnish, black
-- Sturdy geared wheel fitting
-- Fast crank handle adjustment
-- Dimensions: 620 x 330mm
-- Height adjustment: 450 - 580 mm

Order
Product no.

Company:

Name

Quantity

The goods shall remain the property of the firm Alfred Jahn GmbH & Co. KG until full payment has been received.
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Product no.

Name

Quantity

Please send me/us:
For passing on to customers
Lights and accessories catalogue
KORG flyer
Piano Life Saver - flyer
Piano Life Saver - brochure 22 page

The goods shall remain the property of the firm Alfred Jahn GmbH & Co.KG until full payment has been received.
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PS:
For playing the grand piano with the lid closed:

RUCKPULT®

650510
“Premium Standard”,
Black silky lustre

650515
“Premium Standard”, acrylic glass
650525
“DUO” acrylic glass

Your specialised retailer:

www.pianoteile.com
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